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[Akita]
Omagari Fireworks & Mt. Chokai  (2 days)

1

[Niigata]
Nagaoka Fireworks Festival By Shinkansen  (2 days)

2

[Nagano]
Lake Suwa Fireworks Festival, Senjojiki Cirque & Komagatake Ropeway (2 days)

3

[Shiga]
Lake Biwa Fireworks (1 day)

4



[Akita]
Omagari Fireworks & Mt. Chokai  (2 days)

Booking & Inquiry

Itinerary

DMC Japan  (KNT-CT Holdings Group)
dmcjapan@or.knt.co.jp

Highlights

Omagari Fireworks Visit the famous summer fireworks festival in
Daisen city, Akita Prefecture. You will view the display from
special Japanese boxed seats called sajiki (no chairs) which you
will share with certain number of people. It is recommended to
bring a cushion to sit on. Please do not bring a foldable chair as
it will cause nuisance for those around you. Mt. Chokai Explore
the region around the foot of Mt. Chokai, the highest peak in the
Tohoku (northeast) region. Visit Mototaki Waterfall, stroll around
Mt. Chokai 5th station and drive through the Chokai Blue Line, a
scenic road.

07401PK0175 2019/03/151- -



[Niigata]
Nagaoka Fireworks Festival By Shinkansen  (2 days)

Booking & Inquiry

Itinerary

DMC Japan  (KNT-CT Holdings Group)
dmcjapan@or.knt.co.jp

Highlights

1. View the Nagaoka Festival fireworks in the comfort of a seat!
2. The festival site is just a short 10 minute walk from the
parking lot.
3. A launch of Club Tourism supported fireworks.
4. Tsunan Onsen Stay at the New Greenpia in Tsunana Onsen
resort.
5. Round-trip Shinkansen included (reserved seats / non-
smoking) 6. Look forward to viewing the sunflower fields at
Tsunan on Day 2.

27751PK0173 2019/03/152- -



[Nagano]
Lake Suwa Fireworks Festival, Senjojiki Cirque & Komagatake Ropeway (2
days)

Booking & Inquiry

Itinerary

DMC Japan  (KNT-CT Holdings Group)
dmcjapan@or.knt.co.jp

Highlights

Lake Suwa Fireworks Festival ■ One of the largest fireworks
displays in the country held every year on August 15. Around
40,000 fireworks are launched from a platform on the lake
coloring the summer night's sky. ■ In addition, because Lake
Suwa is surrounded by mountains on all sides, the sounds are
contained and echo back to you, making it a powerful
experience. ■ Enjoy the fireworks from gallery seats (sajiki)
*Please note that these are not chairs. Senjojiki Cirque /
Komagatake Ropeway ■ Take the Komagatake Ropeway to
Senjojiki Cirque and enjoy the spectacular natural scenery.

FA511PK0180 2019/03/153- -



[Shiga]
Lake Biwa Fireworks (1 day)

Booking & Inquiry

Itinerary

DMC Japan  (KNT-CT Holdings Group)
dmcjapan@or.knt.co.jp

Highlights

Witness the spectacular Lake Biwa Fireworks display launched
from the lake in the comfort of viewing seats!

88710PK0178 2019/03/154- -


